FL 520Z

FL 670Z

Max Cu�ng Width

20.5” (520mm)

26.4” (670mm)

Min Cu�ng Size behind the
blade

0.787” (20mm)

0.787” (20mm)

Maximum Cu�ng Size behind
the blade

20.5” (520mm)

26.4” (670mm)

Working distance in front of the
blade

18”

18.5”

Max Thickness / Clamp Opening

3.35” (85mm)

3.35” (85mm)

Side Table Size (each)

13.5” x 13.75”

13.5” x 13.75”

Programmable

80 Programs

80 Programs

Cu�ng Method

Hydraulic

Hydraulic

Clamping Method

Hydraulic + pedal

Hydraulic + pedal

Clamp Paper

Program control

Program control

Back gauge

Power

Power

Knife Latch

√

√

Side Tables

√

√

Safety Beams

√

√

Laser Cut Line

√

√

Display

8 “LCD Touchscreen

10 ” LCD touchscreen

Power

208-230v, 50/60Hz, 20A Single Phase

208-230v, 50/60Hz, 20A Single Phase

Net Machine Weight

992 Lbs (450 Kg)

1212.50 Lbs (550 Kg)

Machine Size (L x W x H)

55.11 x 57.9 x 58.267 in. / 139.98 x
147.07 x 147.998 cm

61.42”x 65”x 53.26” (156 × 165.10 x
135.28 cm)

Minimum machine Size without
Side Tables LxWxH

55.11” x 31.49” x 58.27 in / 139.98 x
79.98 x 147.998 cm

61.42” x 40.55” W x 53.26” (156 ×
102.99 × 135.28 cm)
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FL 520Z

FL 670Z
LCD touchscreen display with easy to use programming.
Program saved jobs for back gauage automation to
increase productivity. Store up to 80 saved programs to
quickly choose presaved templates in order to streamline
the finishing process. Effortlessly switch from metric to
imperial measurement, manual to automated back gauge
movements, adjust touchscreen settings, add job push out
to ease operator changeover, sace and recall jobs, and
view the manually made micro-adjustments through the
easy to view screen.

The redesigned FL 520Z and FL 670Z paper cutter series was built to fit the digital marketplace. These
heavy duty hydraulic paper cutters are both streamlined and well-featured. Standard features include
easy to use and intuitive touchscreen programming, safety light beams, laser cut line, and extended
side tables for more working space. The FL 520Z and 670Z both use single phase power- 20A electrical
requirements eliminate the need for special wiring. Ball assist tables help the user to maneuver large or
heavy stock. Other standard features include; foot pedal operation for the clamp, knife latch, and easy
to use blade depth adjustment.

Key Features:
Laser light guard for safety
80 job memory
Adjustable clamp pressure for different stocks
Quick blade depth adjustment from outside the machine
Red beam laser cut line for accurate job set up
Auto paper eject for efficiency
Blade latch device to prevent descent
High grade multi-use cut sticks
Long stainless steel worktable with side tables
Ball assist for easier maneuvering of larger/heavier stock on table

The FL Cutters new ball-assist table reduces friction
between the stock and the wide stainless steel work
surface. Ball assist reduces cost while maximizing productivity, minimizing product loss through stock damage, and
reducing operator fatigue which can lead to inefficiency
and injury. The high grade cut stick provides maximum use
without operator intervention and can be changed easily
on the fly to minimize downtime. Blade depth can be
changed quickly from outside of the machine so there is no
need for measurement or lengthy adjustments after a
routine sharpening.

Designed for speed and safety the FL Cutter line encorporates all of the standard gullotine cutter features and strives
to perfect them. Seamlessly transition from automated job
cutting to manual mode; use the laser cut beam to line up
the gauage with crop marks for accurate cuts despite not
conforming to a programmed job. The centrally located
potentiometer is key for making fine adjustments that can
be read through the touchscreen for an effortless operating
experience. Laser light guard and two-button opperation
ensures that the operator can not reach into the throat of
the cutter while in operation. In case of emergency a blade
latch device locks the blade to prevent descent.
The cutters both ship with the bed tilted down to facilitate
positioning of the unit through smaller doorways. Simply
raise the bed and lock it into position once situated. There is
no complicated installation procedure is necessary, which
saves time and money. Removable side tables mean that
the foot print can be further reduced for maneuvarability.

